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Coronae on Venus are usually treated as a surface manifestation of overheated bodies 
(diapirs) ascending in the mantle. Model considered describes quantitatively rate of ascending, 
rate of enlargement, and changing of thermal excess of the diapir with ascending. Application 
of the model to venusian corona population leads to following conclusions: (1) sources of 
diapirs forming coronae on Venus are at different depths in the mantle; (2) if sources of the 
diapirs are located at some &xed levels in the mantle (e.g. core-mantle boundary and probable 
phase transition at the bottom of upper mantle), then effective viscosity and/or thermal gradient 
in upper mantle is varied spatially and/or with time; (3) effective viscosity of upper mantle is 
relatively low. 

Introduction. Coronae are wide-spread circular features of hundreds to a thousand km in diameter on 
Venusian surface. They are usually treated as surface manifestations of mantle diapirs or plume heads, i.e., with 
rising of overheated buoyant bodies from mantle depth (e.g., [1,2,3]). Some coronae, especially small ones, are 
of perfect circular form, that show their source to be relatively compact andlor deep. Possible source of such 
diapirs or plumes could be any instability in the mantle. In intensively convecting mantle conditions for plume 
or diapir formation could be achieved only in thermal boundary layers. 

Gri£iiths and Campbell [4] proposed a model for ascending of mantle plume heads from core - mantle 
boundary. Li Yinting and Janle [5] applied this model for venusian conditions. The result was that only large 
coronae could be generated with this mechanism. To generate smaller coronae more shallow source of 
overheated material is needed. An instability in thermal boundary layers related with phase transition in the 
mantle could be such a source [5]. Thus existence of small coronae indicates presence of such layers that gives 
an evidence that convection of venusian mantle is layered (e.g., [6]) at least somewhere and in some periods of 
recent geological history. 

Possible presence of small superadiabatic thermal gradient (STG) in the mantle leads to sufficient 
changes in law of overheated body ascending. Modification of the model by G f i t h s  and Campbell [4] 
presented here accounts for the influence of STG. 

Model. Diapir rises due to its buoyancy and solid-state ductility of surrounding mantle material. 
Material inside the hot diapir body is stirring due to relatively low effective viscosity. A layer of surrounding 
material is heated conductively and involved into stirring. Total buoyancy of the diapir is increased due to 
superadiabatic thermal gradient (STG) when diapir rises. FoUowing G f i t h s  and Campbell [4] the diapir 
ascending speed was estimated according to Stokes law for a relatively inviscid spherical drop. Rate of 
entrainment of ambient material into the diapir body was estimated semiempirically [4]. 

Diapir body is described with its diameter D and effective thermal excess AT. Volume balance and 
thermal balance lead to Merentid equations for D and AT. Following parameters are used in the equations: 
effective viscosity q, density p, acceleration due to gravity g, thermal conductivity X, thermal expansion 
coefficient a STG y. Changing of mantle material parameters leads only to resealing: distances are scaled as 
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(p g) q x , time is scaled as (p g) q x , temperature is scaled as a-l. 

In the frame of the model a style of diapir behavior depends on two dimensionless parameters. One of 
-1 -1. 

them is Rayleigh number R = D~ AT a p g y q x . Diapir exists only when R is sufficiently greater than 
critical value R, - 200. In opposite case the thermal excess dissipates almost without prominent vertical 
displacement of the overheated body and the model actually cannot be applied. 

As pointed out in [2] size frequency distribution of coronae is close to a power law bounded at small 
sizes with diameter of about 100 km. Coronae are usually supposed to be of diameter twice larger then the 
diapir because diapir flattening near the surface (e.g. [4,5]). So, diapirs forming smallest coronae should be of 
D - 50 km. Most of smallest coronae have wide depression in their central part. If this depression was formed 
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due to thermal shortening of cooled diapir material, then initial thermal excess should be of order of 100 K. 
Many small coronae have very poor set of associated volcanic features if any, so at least for this coronae initial 
thermal excess should not sufhciently exceed this estimation. This assessment allows to estimate R for smallest 
coronae. To p r o # e  di?pir1 motion R > 2000 is needed. It demands effective viscosity of upper mantle not to be 
higher then 10 g.cm s , if common values of other upper mantle material parameters are adopted. 
Reliability of this estimation is reduced by the fact that R strongly depends on degree of diapir flattening. 
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Parameter 2 = AT-' a p g y q x = R (y D / AlJ indicates how strong STG influenced diapir 

motion. At very small E (E<<E, - 200) effect of STG is neghgible; R does not change with time unless mantle 
material parameters do not change; AT decreases due to involving of cold surrounding material into diapir 
body; ascending velocity decreases; E, however, increases with time. For higher values of E cooling 
surrounding material while ascending slows decreasing of AT, R increases with time. When E = Em = 0.16 Ec 
cooling of diapir body is entirely compensated by decreasing of surrounding temperature when rising; at E > 
Em AT increases with time. E increases with time until E = E,. If E > Ec E decreases. Actually regime with Z 
> Sc is not interesting because in this case AT grows so rapidly that inner temperature exceeds melting point 
before diapir moves sigmficantly. 

If mantle material parameters are treated to be uniform, the set of differential equations for AT and D 
can be solved analytically. It allows to o v e ~ e w  the solution at different values of parameters. 

Evaluation of the solution shows following. Let diapirs start fiom some level within the mantle with the 
same AT and different R. When diapirs reach the upper boundary of the mantle, range of R usually become 
much narrower than initial one. This narrowing of the range of R is weaker when STG is prominent and some 
diapirs from the range get E of about Em at some stage of ascending. If source of diapirs is a thermal boundary 
layer in the mantle, initial AT are about superadiabatic temperature drop across the layer and initial R are about 
layer depth. Thus single shallow thermal boundary layer would produce narrow distribution of coronae size. 
Power-low-like size distribution of coronae points that either sources of diapirs are scattered over the whole 
mantle or mantle conditions are widely varied. Effective viscosity and STG are only parameters that could vary 
in a wide range. 

Conclusion and future study. 

Ascending of diapirspom single level under uniform superadiabatic thermal gradient could not fit 
the whole corona size range. Diapirs probably rose fiom different depths andlor STG varied over the surface 
andlor with time. 

Are there local families of coronae of similar origin? Prelirmnary oveniew of whole population of 
coronae hints that coronae of similar morphology tend to cluster. From other hand calculations showed that 
there is no prominent correlation between size of nearest coronae. An advanced study of size and location 
distribution of coronae of merent morphology accompanied by assessment of their relative age might cl* 
the problem. 

Population of small coronae could be formed onlyfiom relatively shallow source (in agreement with 
[5]), and, probably, under prominent superadiabatic thermal gradient. 

Existence of small coronae demands low effective viscosity of upper mantle. 

To obtain reliable quantitative constrains for diapir source depth, value of STG and effective mantle 
viscosity more intricate model is needed, including simulation of diapir behavior beneath the lithosphere. It 
might cl- relation of corona morphology with diapir parameters. 
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